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ABSTRACT
Formal languages and automata (FLA) theory is perceived by many as one of the
hardest topics to teach or learn at undergraduate level, due to the abstract nature
of its contents; often containing proofs, lots of symbolic notations, and specifications
of abstract computing machines that are difficult for many students to relate with.
One way of approaching this problem is to administer numerous practice problems to
students to aid learning. In this paper we present: definitions of formal rules (using
context-free grammar notations) for the synthesis of practice problems and solutions
in a sub-domain of formal language theory — regular expressions (or REs), new al-
gorithms for implementing these rules with iterations of generated problem instances
and associated solutions. Generated problems are then embedded in predefined, short
text response and multiple-choice question templates. The implementation of this
technique produced numerous problems and solutions that can be used as practice,
test or examination questions to support the teaching of regular expressions as a
topic in FLA at undergraduate level.
KEYWORDS
Problem synthesis, context-free grammar, regular expression problems, solution
generation.
1. Introduction
One of the most difficult computer science courses to teach or learn at undergraduate
level is Formal Languages and Automata Theory (FLA) [1–3] and high failure rates
have been recorded around the world in FLA [4]. This course goes by many aliases,
such as: Theory of Computation, Automata Theory or Formal Language Theory.
Online voters have “weighed-in” in many informal surveys suggesting that FLA is
definitely in the top three hardest computer science modules to learn, along side
with courses such as Operating Systems and Theory of Algorithms [5]. These surveys
further reveals that concepts taught in FLA are also the hardest to learn on the
job [6]. The importance of understanding FLA cannot be overemphasised. Many
concepts taught in this course is applicable in many disciplines for building special
purpose compilers, string matching, theory proving, checking for finiteness, estimating
computability of algorithms, and so on [7–10].
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Goyal [11] noted that FLA is not only very important because it is a core course in
the ACM’s computing curriculum, but also because it is widely used in many kinds
of modelling of both hardware and software systems, across many domains. A five
year survey at Stanford University reveals that FLA was top of the list of optional
computer science courses with useful applications having three times the rating of
other popular courses such as Artificial Intelligence [10].
Notable investigations into what concepts are particularly difficult in FLA have
been carried out [12–14]. Enstrom [13] concluded that the most difficult part of
learning FLA include proving correctness and making deductions amongst many
other things. Looking at the challenges in learning finite automata in particular,
Sanders et al [12] noted that the major difficulties include students assuming all finite
automaton (FA) are nondeterminsitic, and creating too many states than it is needed
during construction. Chesnevar [14] also discovered that students follow a copy-paste,
mechanical approach to learning FLA as opposed to seeking a deeper understanding
of these abstract machines. One popular approach proposed to address these problems
is the adaptation of visualization or simulation tools in teaching FLA [3,15–17]. A
major success of this approach is JFLAP, a software tool that supports the teaching
of FLA using visual aids to manipulate abstract machines such as deterministic
and nondeterminstic finite automaton (DFA/NFA), pushdown automata, and turing
machines [18]. Attempts have also been made to create computer games [19,20],
and other game-like/engaging software applications [21–24] to aid the teaching of FLA.
While the studies of how to improve students’ understanding of this abstract
subject has been well carried out; notably, these studies have mostly being on regular
languages, and often focused on theory of finite automata — a graphical model of
representation for regular languages, and regular expressions (REs) — an algebraic
representation of regular languages; proposing simulations, visualisers and games as
possible solutions to the demystification of the subject. Hence, no work has been done
in assisting students in learning FLA topics by presenting them with multiple practice
problems and solution — in fact, many FLA textbooks have limited exercises as they
are difficult to create on the fly [9,10,25]. In this paper, we present the design of a
CFG for the iterative generation of practice REs problems and solutions. We have
also argued that these problems can be used for practice and examination purposes.
Automatic problem generation has been lately sort after to help pedagogy in teach-
ing hard topics by synthesising as uniquely many practice-, test-, or examination-
problems as possible — this is often a finite set of problems generated from a seem-
ingly infinite space of permutation. Similar attempt has been previously made to aid
the teaching of other subjects; such as: a tool for the automatic generation of Algebra
problems from a specially designed query language [26]; extended by a technique for
generating problems in natural deductions [27]. Furthermore, a technique for gener-
ating geometry proof problems was proposed by Alvin et al [28]. In this paper we
have adapted problem synthesis approach to support the teaching of FLA, focusing on
REs. We propose a new technique for the automatic generation of RE problems, by
using a context-free grammar (CFG) to formalise the space of possible REs, producible
from any given “set of symbols” or alphabet (Σ). The productions of the CFG were
implemented, tested, and produced uniquely many REs. Furthermore, we present algo-
rithms that convert these REs to valid short-text response (STR) and multiple-choice
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questions (MCQs). We suggest that the applications of the generated problems can
range from the assignment of practice problems to students, assessment of large classes
of students (by administering unique test, assignment or examination questions), to
puzzles supplied to digital games. In summary, the contributions of this paper are as
follows. We have:
(1) formalised the procedure of synthesising REs using a context-free grammar,
(2) specified and implemented algorithms that convert the productions of the gram-
mar in (1) above into instances of RE problems for varying difficulty levels,
(3) introduced new algorithms for the automatic generation of: at least one valid and
four invalid strings per question, that are members1 of any generated RE in-
stance. This is done by searching the state space of possible strings given an
arbitrary alphabet (Σ) and a set of configurations,
(4) used the strings generated in (3) to provide options for creating MCQs for gen-
erated RE problems, and
(5) used problem wrappers for presenting both STR and MCQ RE problems in
question-like formats.
The remainder of this paper is organised into sections as follows. Section 2 presents
the background and related work. Section 3 presents a CFG that formalises the syn-
thesis of REs, a generalisation of the grammar over any given alphabet (Σ), and
discussions on difficulty of resulting RE strings. Section 4 presents algorithms for:
RE generation using the CFG’s productions, MCQ options generation, and presen-
tation of REs as problems using pre-defined templates that we refer to as wrappers.
In Section 5 we describe the implementation process and present some iterative re-
sults of automatically generated RE problems and solutions. Section 6 presents time
complexity analysis of the new algorithms and a discussion of the applications of the
generated problems. Section 7 presents a conclusion and future work.
2. Background and Related Work
In this section we present definition of terms used in this paper and a summary of
related work.
2.1. Background and Definition of Terms
Definition 2.1 (Symbol, Alphabet, String and Language [9]). A symbol is an item.
A symbol maybe terminal or nonterminal symbol. Terminal symbols (denoted by low-
ercase letters, e.g. a) are not rewritable while nonterminal symbols (denoted by up-
percase letters, e.g. A) are rewritable. An alphabet (denoted by Σ) is a finite set of
symbols. A string is the concatenation of zero or more symbols. A language is a set of
strings.
Definition 2.2 (Regular Languages and Regular Expression [25]). A regular language
L over a given alphabet Σ is defined as any of the following:
(1) the empty symbol φ,
(2) the set of empty string {λ},
(3) the set {a} for some a ∈ Σ,
1Membership problem: is string w in language L?
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(4) if L1 and L2 are regular languages, then L1L2 (the concatenation of both lan-
guages) and L1|L2 (the alternation) are also regular languages, and
(5) L∗1, known as the Kleene star, is a regular language.
Definition 2.3 (Context-Free Grammar [9,25]). A context-free grammar (or CFG)
G is a four-tuple: G = (N,Σ, P, S) where: N is a set of nonterminals, also known
as “syntactic variables”. Nonterminal represent phrases/clauses in a sentence. Hence,
nonterminals are sometimes referred to as syntactic categories, with every nonterminal
defining a sub-language of the language G. Σ is a finite set of terminal symbols, disjoint
from N , from which the actual content of a sentence is composed. Σ is referred to as the
alphabet of the language defined by the grammar G. P is the set of productions, each
production consisting of a nonterminal, called the left hand side of the production,
a forward arrow, and a sequence of terminal and/or nonterminal symbols, called the
right hand side of the production. S is the start nonterminal (or start symbol), used
to denote the entire sentence. The relation S ∈ N must always hold.
More on CFGs, and formal languages in general can be found in [9,10,25,29].
2.2. Notations
Other notations used in this paper are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations
Notation Meaning
a? Zero or one concatenations of symbol a.
a+ One or more concatenations of symbol a.
|X| Length, or cardinality of set X.
|x| Length of string x.
Xn n concatenations of nonterminal symbol X. X0 = {λ}.
ak k concatenations of terminal symbol a. a0 = λ.
r1 ∼ r2 r1 is similar to r2; where r1 and r2 are REs.
N+ Set of positive natural integers {1, 2, . . .}.
[k] {1, 2, . . . , k}.
2.3. Related Work
While there is no directly related work on the automatic synthesis of re-problems using
formal grammars, some attempts have been made under the following categories:
Software tools as teaching aid A number of software tools have been proposed as
teaching aids in FLA; such as:
• Regex Parser I [21]. This is an application that present students with an
interface to write regular expressions with matching strings, used to support
FLA at the University of the Witwatersrand in 2014. Figure 1 displays a
screen from this tool.
• Regex Parser II [19]. An extension of Regex Parser I, implemented as a
game. In this game, students are presented with template-based randomly
generated REs and they are required to enter as many matching strings
as possible before the timer counts down. The REs come with adjustable
difficulty levels. A screenshot from this game is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Regex Parser I [21] Figure 2. Regex Parser II: The game [19]
Figure 3. Designing and converting a finite automaton to a grammar with JFLAP [30]
• JFLAP [30]. An acronym for Java Formal Languages and Automata Pack-
age is a free, open source learning aid developed at Duke University, USA.
With JFLAP users can fiddle with formal structures in an interactive en-
vironment, practice the conversion of languages from one form (e.g. DFA)
to another (e.g. REs). Figure 3 shows a simple finite automaton designed
with JFLAP and converted to a formal grammar.
• Regex Golf game [20]. In this game, the player is presented with two list
of finite set of strings and required to match all strings on the first list
without matching any in the second list. The game scores players based on
the completion of the challenge and length of the RE presented; the more
concise the RE is, the higher the player’s score.
• RegexOne interactive tutorial [24]. In this online tutorial, users are pre-
sented with strings and required to write REs that matches all strings. The
exercises are designed in increasing difficulty.
• Regex Crossword game [23]. This game presents players with strings in grids
and REs as clues to create a crossword-like gameplay.
Game-building, animation and simulation A game-building based approach to
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learning FLA was proposed by [31]. They argued that new modelling skills were
learnt by students when trying to build games that have direct mapping to formal
structures. [16] claims that animating FLA structures aid comprehension, while
Goyal et al [11] suggested that integration into other courses can support in
teaching FLA.
Problem generation as pedagogue aid A tool for generating Algebra problems
from special-purpose queries was presented by Singh et al [26]. Ahmed et al [27]
extended this idea to generate problems for natural deductions, while Alvin et
al [28] also generated geometry proof problems with a similar idea.
Problems generation for puzzling in other games Some algorithms have been
used to generate mathematical problems and solutions, and these problems were
used as puzzles in an educational game called CivilContra [32]. Ahmed et al [33]
introduced a formalisms for the generation of starting positions on board games
such as Tic-Tac-Toe and CONNECT-4.
Recent application of grammars in tools design Recent applications of gram-
mars in the design of industry tools for tasks such as preprocessing, lexical anal-
ysis, narration of program text, string generation and automatic comprehension
of instant messages are: NOPRON [34], FINCHAN [35], and Social Profile Syn-
thesis [36].
This work focuses on grammar-based automatic generation of practice problems as
a potential aid for supporting the teaching of FLA. We have also presented algorithms
for the formulation of MCQ and STR problems and solutions.
2.4. The Gap and Motivation
To the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made to:
(1) formalise the process of synthesising RE problems using context-free grammars,
(2) automatically generate: practice, test, or examination problems in REs, or FLA
as a whole, and
(3) generate valid MCQ RE problems.
If the above listed tasks can be done, it should help FLA instructors in saving the
time spent on preparing questions and also assist students in practising problems in
the subject. This should also discourage plagiarised assignments and memorisation of
class examples by students.
3. Grammar for RE Synthesis
In this section we present a grammar for generating REs. First, we establish the basis.
3.1. Basis
Let Grex be a CFG that defines the language of valid RE terms and expressions, then:
Grex = (N,Σ, P, S),
where
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N = {A,D,R,R′, T1 . . . T6, E1 . . . E7} is a set of nonterminals with A = {a, b, c, . . . , z}
denoting letters of the English alphabet, D = {0, 1} denoting binary digits,
R = {∗,+ , ?} and R′ = {∗,+ , ?,+} denoting RE operations. We have defined
R : |R| = 3, and R′ : |R′| = 4 as separate sets of operators because REs cannot end
with an alternation operator (i.e. +) as a suffix. Hence, R (which excludes alternation)
gives us a degree of control on what appears at the end of a formulated RE, while
R′ enables us to define productions with any operator as a suffix, alternation inclu-
sive. Ti1≤ i ≤ 6 and Ei1≤ i ≤ 7 are arbitrary nonterminals that denote intermediate
RE terms and expressions, and used to controls the difficulty of formulated REs.
The alphabet Σ is given as the union of English alphabet symbols, binary digits, and
all distinct operators, i.e. Σ = {A} ∪ {D} ∪ {R′} = {a, b, c, . . . z, 0, 1,∗ ,+ ,+, ?} —
all are terminal symbols from which the RE strings are formulated. P is the set of
productions, and S is the start symbol.
Now we introduce the base elements (productions) in P as follows:
S −→ T1 | . . . | T6 | (1)
−→ E1 | . . . | E7 (2)
A −→ a | b | c | . . . | z (3)
D −→ 0 | 1 (4)
R −→ ∗ | + | ? (5)
R′ −→ ∗ | + | ? | + (6)
With this basis, we proceed to define productions for simple REs.
3.2. Simple REs
In this section we define productions for simple REs. To obtain a symbol and an
operator, we use the syntax: <any symbol><any operator>. Using the symbols in A
and operators in R, it will be possible to have RE strings such as: a∗, c+ and k?.
Hence, we add a simple production (or a Term) to P as follows:
T1 −→ AR (7)
We define another term, T2, that allows only binary digits and an operator:
T2 −→ DR (8)
T2 will allow strings such as 0
∗, 1+, etc to be formulated. More term-productions that
allow more than one concatenation of A or D are given by T3 to T6.
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T3 −→ A2R | (9)
−→ D2R (10)
T4 −→ AR′AR | (11)
−→ DR′DR (12)
T5 −→ AR′A2R | (13)
−→ DR′D2R (14)
T6 −→ A2R′A2R | (15)
−→ D2R′D2R (16)
Examples of REs that are producible from T3 are: ba
∗, and 10+. Observe that terms
T4, T5, and T6 allow symbols from R
′ to be used in the formulation process, but as
infixes. Hence, T4 can produce REs such as f + c
+, and 0 + 1?; T5 can produce k+fg
∗
and 0 + 11+; and T6 can produce zp + pq
∗ and 00 + 11? — these strings contain the
alternation operation. To generate more complex variations of T1, . . . , T6, we can define
expressions Ei that are recursive concatenations or alternations of terms Ti. Also, we
can include the empty string (λ) in our expressions. This is presented in the next
section.
3.3. Complex REs
We proceed and introduce complex REs in the form of expressions, E by applying
defined operations to terms and also allowing λ-productions. First, we introduce E1
and E2, derived by alternating lambda with-, and recursively concatenating T1 and
T2, as shown in Productions 17 to 23. In Production 20 and 23, two concatenations of
T1 and T2 are allowed respectively. This enables strings such as: c
∗b∗ and 0+1∗.
E1 −→ T1 + λ | (17)
−→ λ+ T1 | (18)
−→ T1 | (19)
−→ (T1)2 (20)
E2 −→ T2 + λ | (21)
−→ λ+ T2 | (22)
−→ (T2)2 (23)
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E3 −→ T3 + λ | (24)
−→ λ+ T3 | (25)
−→ (T3)2 | (26)
−→ (T3)2 + λ | (27)
−→ λ+ (T3)2 (28)
E4 −→ T4T5 | (29)
−→ (T4 + λ)(λ+ T5) (30)
E5 −→ T5T6 | (31)
−→ (T5 + λ)(λ+ T6) (32)
E6 −→ T4T5T6 | (33)
−→ (T4 + λ)(λ+ T5)(T6 + λ) (34)
Expressions E3 to E6 adopts a similar pattern to allows more complex strings that
are based on symbols T3 to T6. Nested (or cascaded) REs can be formulated with E7.
E7 −→ (T1 | T2| T3)(E1 | E2 |E3)(T1 | T2 | T3) (35)
In E7, we have chosen to allow any of the earlier defined expressions, E1, . . . , E3
sandwiched with a concatenation of either of the first three terms, T1, . . . , T3. Some
of the terms and expressions presented in this section may derive the alternation
symbol/operator, and because this symbol carries a higher order of precedence, it then
becomes necessary to introduce parenthesis (i.e. ‘(′, ‘)′) as new symbols to Σ during
implementation. That is Σnew = Σ ∪ {‘(′, ‘)′}. Σnew allows access to parenthesis and
this helps in grouping formulated REs and enforcing order of precedence of operators.
The basis presented in Section 3.1 enables us to add more productions for any desirable
structures of RE strings. In this paper, we have only presented a subset of such possible
productions that are guaranteed to produce valid REs. The algorithm that implements
these productions and resulting iterations are discussed later in this paper.
3.4. Generalisation over any Σ
In this section we present a generalised CFG Grex over an arbitrary alphabet Σrex.
Definition 3.1 (GrammarGrex over any alphabet Σrex). Let Σrex = {ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
be any given alphabet, then Grex = (N,Σrex, P, S), where:
(1) N = {αi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} 3 : αi =⇒∗ w ∈ Σ∗rex is a finite set of nonterminal symbols,
and w is a RE string in L(Grex).
(2) Σrex is a set of terminal symbols (or alphabet), disjoint from N , and consisting
of actual symbolic tokens (e.g. a, b, 0, 1, etc).
(3) P is a finite set of production rules of the form α −→ β, α ∈ N, β ∈ (N ∪Σrex)∗.
(4) S is the start symbol, from which all derivations begin.
Definition 3.2 (Language of RE strings). L(Grex) = {w ∈ Σrex∗ | S =⇒∗ w} is the
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language of all REs defined by the general grammar Grex.
3.5. RE Similarity and Difficulty Adjustment
Following the definition of different syntactic structures of REs with the productions
of the grammar presented earlier in this section, interesting questions that come to
mind are: Given two generated REs, r1 and r2,
(1) Is r1 similar to r2?
(2) What do we know about problem difficulty? That is:
(a) Is r1 difficult than r2?
(b) Which productions result in more difficult REs?
(c) In what order of relative difficulty are REs generated from these produc-
tions?
Similarity and difficulty are two important measures when student assessment is one
of the goals of problem synthesis. First, we answer Question 1 with Definition 3.3.
3.5.1. Similarity of REs
Definition 3.3 (Similarity of generated REs). Two REs r1 and r2 are considered
similar, i.e. r1 ∼ r2 if and only if they are generated from the same production rule.
Example 3.4 (Similar REs). Assume E1 (see Production 20) produced two strings:
a∗b and bc+, then we say that these strings are similar, i.e. a∗b ∼ bc+, even though
they are distinct instances of E1.
3.5.2. Difficulty of REs
There is no existing formal definition for the difficulty questions above in the literature
of FLA or Computer Science Education. Rather, it is often implied (in printed textbook
exercises) with the length of the RE string; i.e. the lengthier a RE string is, the more
difficult it is regarded. It is fair to note that this is not always the case. Consider the
following example.
Example 3.5 (Perceptual vs. structural difficulty). Let r1 = ab
∗(c+d∗e+(d∗eab?))+a
and r2 = n?(a + r
∗uw+) be two REs. By inspection, it is clear that r2 is shorter in
length, compared to r1. However, because of the alternation operation (i.e. ‘+’) towards
the tail of r1, it may be considered (subjectively) as less difficult as a quick string that
is accepted by the r1 can be found (i.e. a) without considering the first compartment
of the expression. Such quick evaluations may also be possible when REs contain λ’s.
Hence, this supports the argument that length of REs may not explicitly imply their
difficulty.
Due to these varying perceptions of difficulty, we will provide (subjective2) formal
answers to the questions in (2).
Definition 3.6 (Difficulty of generated REs). Let r1 and r2 be two generated REs. We
consider r1 as more difficult than r2 if the production which yields r1 are structurally
2This metrics gives us a measure that may not be generally acceptable for the reasons illustrated in Exam-
ple 3.5
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more complex than the production for r2. This is a very vague definition as giving a
formal metrics for measuring RE difficulty is out of the scope of this work.
Example 3.7 (Implied difficulty of generated REs). Consider the productions T4 and
T5. With Definition 3.6, we assume strings produced with T5 are more difficult than
strings from T4.
3.5.3. Difficulty Adjustment
All regular expressions generated with the grammar presented in this paper are done
with the enclosed productions. To adjust the difficulty of the problems, one only need to
adjust the complexity of the productions. There are no concerns as regards maintaining
problem difficulty with this technique because two problems from the same production
are assumed to be of the same level of difficulty and hence, students can be assessed
with any instance of the problem derived from the start symbol at run time.
4. Algorithms for problem synthesis
In this section we introduce algorithms for the: automatic generation of regular ex-
pressions from the productions presented in Section 3, searching the space of possible
matching strings for the generated REs, and displaying RE problems using predefined
MCQ and STR question wrappers.
4.1. Productions to RE Instances
In this section we present an Algorithm (see Algorithm 1) that takes (as input): a
specific production p ∈ P of the form α −→ β, where α is a Term or an Expression
(i.e T or E ∈ P ) and β is a sequence of Terms, Expressions, Operators, etc., and the
number of RE strings to be generated N . The algorithm then generates N -terminal
strings (i.e. REs) as outputs. In Algorithm 1, a new Array List is created in Line
1 for storing the REs to be generated. To avoid repeated REs being generated, we
used a repeat loop that only exits on the condition that N -unique REs have been
found. Line 5 and 7 checks if p is a Term or an Expression respectively by looking
at the nonterminal symbol to the left hand side (LHS) of production p. Based on the
result of this condition, either of two corresponding functions (i.e. derive string T()
or derive string E()) is invoked to perform the task. Recall that our grammar’s
productions have just terms and expressions, hence Line 9 (the else part of the first
condition) will not be true. Lines 12 to 15 makes sure that the generated RE is not a
repetition (not already in the list) before adding it up. This continues until N -REs are
found. The final list of REs is then returned on Line 17.
We proceed to present algorithms that express the operations implied with the two
derivation functions in Algorithm 1, i.e. derive string T() and derive string E().
Algorithm 2 takes a nonterminal symbol, representing a term, and derives a
RE string w. First, the production of T is extracted into a production object p using
the getP() function and w is set to null. From Lines 3 to 6, the Algorithm iterates
through all the nonterminal symbols on the right hand side of p. For each of these sym-
bols (which is either an A, D, R or R′), the corresponding alphabet Σ is fetched from
a lookup table using the getSigma() function. A string w is then generated from the
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Algorithm 1: Generating RE strings
Data: Production p ∈ P , Number of REs: N .
Result: List of REs: re list.
1 re list ← new ArrayList();
2 count ← 1;
3 repeat
4 re ← null;
5 if (LHS(p) == T ) then
6 re ← derive string T (T );
7 else if (LHS(p) == E) then
8 re ← derive string E (E);
9 else
10 Do nothing, since P = {T ∪ E};
11 end
12 if (re /∈ re list) then
13 re list.Add (re);
14 count ← count + 1;
15 end
16 until (count == N);
17 return re list;
concatenation of a random symbol in Σ. When all nonternimals have been processed,
w will hold a string derivable from T . Algorithm 3 describes the getSigma() function.
This function encodes a lookup table of symbols from A, D, R or R′, and depending
on the passed nonterminal, it returns an array list of the corresponding terminal
symbols. The other type of REs derivable from the start symbol S are the expres-
sions E. This is illustrated with Line 8 of Algorithm 1 where the derive string E()
function is called. This function is described with Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 2: derive string T (T ): Deriving a string from a Term T .
Data: A Nonterminal Term T .
Result: A regular expression string w 3: T =⇒∗ w.
1 p← T .getP();
2 w ← null;
3 foreach (nt ∈ RHS (p)) do
4 Σ← getSigma (nt);
5 w.Concatenate (Σ(Rand [1, Σ.length]));
6 end
7 return w
In Algorithm 4, an expression’s derivation is defined recursively. First, we iterate
through every symbol on the right hand side of expression E. If an item is a nonterminal
and a term, we call the derive string T() function previously defined in Algorithm 2.
If an E symbol appears on the right hand side of the expression being processed,
Algorithm 4 calls itself with the recursive reference on Line 6. The terminal condition
for this recursive reference is implied with the else statement in Line 7. Hence, an E
ultimately gets reduce to a T and finally terminal symbols in Σ that are concatenated
as suffixes of the RE string w on Line 9 of Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 3: Picking the appropriate alphabet Σ
Data: A Nonterminal NT ∈ {A ∪D ∪R′}. Note: R ∪R′ ≡ R′.
Result: An alphabet Σ.
1 Σ← new ArrayList();
2 switch NT do
3 case A
4 Σ.addRange({a, b, c, . . . , z});
5 case D
6 Σ.addRange({0, 1});
7 case R
8 Σ.addRange({∗,+ , ?});
9 case R′
10 Σ.addRange({∗,+ , ?,+});
11 otherwise
12 No other value of NT is expected;
13 end
14 endsw
15 return Σ;
Algorithm 4: derive string (E): Deriving a string from an expression E.
Data: A Nonterminal Term E.
Result: A regular expression string w 3: E =⇒∗ w.
1 w ← null;
2 foreach (itm ∈ RHS (E)) do
3 if (isNonTerminal (itm) and itm == T) then
4 w.Concatenate (derive string T (itm));
5 else if (isNonTerminal (itm) and itm == E) then
6 w.Concatenate (derive string E (RHS(itm)));
7 else
8 item is a terminal symbol, such as an operator or parenthesis.
9 w.Concatenate (itm);
10 end
11 end
12 return w
The following is an example of how a RE string, c?b+f∗aa+ qe+dd?, can be derived
from the start symbol S:
S =⇒ E6 (rule 2) (36)
=⇒ T4T5T6 (rule 33) (37)
=⇒ AR′ART5T6 (rule 11) (38)
=⇒ AR′ARAR′AART6 (rule 13) (39)
=⇒ AR′ARAR′AARAAR′AAR (rule 15) (40)
=⇒ cR′ARAR′AARAAR′AAR (rule 3) (41)
=⇒ c?ARAR′AARAAR′AAR (rule 6) (42)
=⇒ c?bRAR′AARAAR′AAR (rule 3) (43)
=⇒ c?b+AR′AARAAR′AAR (rule 5) (44)
=⇒ c?b+fR′AARAAR′AAR (rule 3) (45)
=⇒ c?b+f∗AARAAR′AAR (rule 6) (46)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aARAAR′AAR (rule 3) (47)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aaRAAR′AAR (rule 3) (48)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aa+AAR′AAR (rule 5) (49)
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=⇒ c?b+f∗aa+ qAR′AAR (rule 3) (50)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aa+ qeR′AAR (rule 3) (51)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aa+ qe+AAR (rule 6) (52)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aa+ qe+dAR (rule 3) (53)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aa+ qe+ddR (rule 3) (54)
=⇒ c?b+f∗aa+ qe+dd? (rule 5) (55)
Hence, S =⇒∗ c?b+f∗aa+ qe+dd? which is a valid RE. In the next section we will
describe algorithms for generating strings that are in the language represented by the
resulting REs; in the case of the last example, qed is a string in the language. If we can
produce a finite number of such strings, we can easily create MCQs of RE problems.
4.2. Searching the Space of Multiple Choices
In this section we describe algorithms for generating valid choices of strings that are
in the language of any given RE. Given a pair (w,Σ) where w is a RE and Σ is the
alphabet of all symbols in w, how do we generate strings that are in L(w) and other
strings in Σ∗ but not in L(w)? We can do this by searching the state space of all
possible strings that can be formulated from the symbols in Σ that are also accepted
by w. This search, however, does not have to be a blind one if we assume3 that Σ
contains sequence of symbols that are ordered by their occurrence in RE string w.
Consider the following example:
Example 4.1 (Searching for x ∈ Σ∗ ∩ L(w)). Let w be a RE derived from S, then
L(w) is the set of all strings accepted by the RE w. Let w = a∗b+ and Σ = {a, b}. We
can perform an informed search for a string x such that x ∈ Σ∗ ∩L(w) by considering
different permutations of the symbols in Σ, i.e. a, and b without knowing what the
RE looks like. We refer to these permutations as search configurations. There are four
different configurations we can consider in an attempt to find x. They are:
(1) a0bm,
(2) amb0,
(3) ambn, and
(4) a0b0.
Here m,n ∈ N+. We have not considered configuration that can produce strings with
b-symbols preceding a-symbols due to our assumption that symbols in Σ are of the
same order as they appear in w. If we search these four configurations, by choosing m
and n randomly, configurations (2) and (4) will not produce a valid x because both
configurations do not allow any b’s to be selected. Configurations (1) and (3) on the
other hand will always produce at least a valid string x.
We proceed to give a formal definition and algorithms to find strings that satisfy
x ∈ Σ∗ ∩ L(w).
Definition 4.2 (Search Configurations). Let w be a RE string formed from an al-
3This is the case with REs generated in this paper using the earlier stated Algorithms.
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phabet Σ. Search Configurations C (for finding strings accepted by w) is defined as
a distinct finite set of permutations of symbols in Σ with alternating powers of zero
and k ∈ N+. k is chosen randomly. For any given pair (Σ,C), the relation |C| = 2|Σ|
holds4.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the search configurations C for arbitrary list of alpha-
bet symbols ai, i ∈ [k], k = 4, i.e. Σ length of 2, 3 and 4. These configurations are
fixed, hence, we have stored them in a lookup table during implementation, instead of
generating them in real time.
Table 2. C, |Σ| = 2.
a10a20 a10a2n
a1na20 a1na2n
Table 3. C, |Σ| = 3.
a10a20a30 a10a20a3n
a10a2na30 a10a2na3n
a1na20a30 a1na20a3n
a1na2na30 a1na2na3n
Table 4. C, |Σ| = 4.
a10a20a30a40 a10a20a30a4n a10a20a3na40 a10a20a3na4n
a10a2na30a40 a10a2na30a4n a10a2na3na40 a10a2na3na4n
a1na20a30a40 a1na20a30a4n a1na20a3na40 a1na20a3na4n
a1na2na30a40 a1na2na30a4n a1na2na3na40 a1na2na3na4n
Now we introduce an algorithm for searching for valid and invalid strings that
matches generated REs in the space defined by corresponding search configurations.
Firstly, we introduce two classes, namely: SolutionSet and WorkingMemory. These
classes, described with the two class diagrams shown in Figure 4, are used to define
composite objects and data structures for handling configurations, alphabets, REs,
and arrays of valid/invalid strings.
Figure 4. Class diagrams showing the attributes of the SolutionSet and WorkingMemory classes.
Algorithm 5 describes the procedure for finding valid and invalid strings for any given
RE. The idea is to start with a large list (as large as three times the size of RE problems
and solutions desired) of REs, their respective alphabets and configurations, stored
in a generic list of WorkingMemory objects. To create MCQs, for each item in the
WorkingMemory list, we randomly search for valid and invalid strings stepping through
the configurations provided.
4For any given Σ of n-symbols, there are 2n items in C.
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Algorithm 5: Formulate strings from configuration: Generating Mul-
tiple Choices
Data: List(Of WorkingMemory) wm, a list of working memory.
Data: number of solutions, the number of correct solutions to be found per problem.
Data: number of problems, the number of complete problem and solution sets required.
Result: List(Of SolutionSet) allSols, a list of solution set.
1 allSols ← new List(Of SolutionSet);
2 wm pointer ← 0;
3 current wm ← wm(wm pointer);
4 found problems ← 0;
5 repeat
6 trials ← 0;
7 retArr ← new SolutionSet;
8 found strings ← 0;
9 config ← load config (current wm);
10 config ← shuffle configs fys (config);
11 aProblemFound ← True;
12 repeat
13 retArr.rex ← current wm.rex;
14 retArr.wm ← current wm;
15 for i = 1 To 10 do
16 foreach (cf In config) do
17 trials ← trials + 1;
18 aStr ← create string from configuration (cf, current wm.sigma);
19 if regex match (current wm.rex, aStr)
∧
(aStr /∈ retArr.correctSolutions) then
20 retArr.correctSolutions.Add(aStr);
21 found strings ← found strings + 1;
22 else if (aStr /∈ retArr.wrongSolutions) then
23 retArr.wrongSolutions.Add(aStr);
24 else
25 Do nothing;
26 end
27 if (found strings ≥ number of solutions) ∧ |retArr.wrongSolutions |≥ 10 then
28 Exit repeat;
29 end
30 end
31 if (found strings < number of problems)
∧
(trials ≥ 5000) then
32 aProblemFound ← False;
33 Exit repeat;
34 end
35 end
36 until (found strings ≥ number of solutions);
37 if aProblemFound then
38 allSols.Add(retArr);
39 found problems ← found problems + 1;
40 end
41 wm pointer ← wm pointer + 1;
42 current wm ← wm(wm pointer);
43 until (found problems ≥ number of problems);
44 return allSols;
Intuitively, it is generally easier to find random strings that do not match a RE,
than it is to find matching ones. Hence, if no matching string is found after a while,
we avoid searching this configuration infinitely and move to the next one in the
WorkingMemory. Our chances of finding enough valid strings for one RE in three
WorkingMemory’s is almost certain, i.e. the probability is approximately 1 (as we will
see later in this paper). Diving deeper into the details of Algorithm 5, in Line 1, we
create a new list of SolutionSet to store the valid sets of REs and their valid and
invalid strings found. Using an initialized pointer (i.e. wm pointer), we track the
position of our linear search in the WorkingMemory list. Each time we are trying a
new RE, i.e. a new entry in the WorkingMemory list, we fetch its configurations and
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shuffle its rows (using Fisher-Yates Shuffle algorithm5) as shown on Lines 9 and 10
of Algorithm 5. This is to make sure that our valid strings formulated from different
REs are not all formed with the same configurations, which may make them look
similar. In Line 11, we assume a complete problem will be found at the end of the
loop that starts on Line 12, if this is not true, we change this Boolean variable to
false on Line 32. This variable tells us when to append the new SolutionSet set (i.e.
retArr defined in Line 7) to the list of SolutionSet.
In Line 15, staying on a particular item in the WorkingMemory, we attempt 10 times
to find number of solutions-valid strings, while going through all the configurations.
If |Σ| = 3, then |C| = 8 and this implies 80 iterations per item in the WorkingMemory.
For each configuration (see Lines 16 to 30), we have also kept track of the total
number of trials made before a complete solution is found on Line 17. Line 18 calls
a function that creates a random string from the current configuration and alphabet.
In Line 19, we test if the created string matches the current RE and if it has not been
previously discovered; if yes, we add it to our current array of correct solutions, and
increment the found strings count. In Line 22, we take every other string that does
not match the current RE as a wrong/invalid string; hence, we add it to the list of
wrongSolutions.
Line 27 checks if we have enough valid strings (found strings) and at least
10 invalid strings, and if true, we exit the inner repeat-loop, add this problem to
allSols and move on to find more problems and solutions. In Lines 31 to 34, we
include a condition to prevent infinite looping if not enough valid strings are found
and we have tried more than 5, 000 times. This is the worst-case scenario that can only
occur if the current alphabet has 9 or more distinct symbols, making |C| = 29 = 512
the least length of |C|. Since we search 10 times per configuration, this will give 5, 120
trials. In a case such as this, we declare that a problem is not found (see Line 32),
and we move to the next WorkingMemory item by exit the inner repeat loop. Lines 37
to 40 checks if we have found a satisfactory problem, and if so, it is added to the list
of SolutionSet. Lines 41 and 42 point to the next item in the working memory, and
in Line 43, we exit the outer repeat-loop and halt, if we have found enough problems
and solutions.
We have implemented Algorithm 5 in Section 5 and displayed some results of gen-
erated problems. In the next section, we present wrappers for presenting problems in
consumable formats.
4.3. Problem Wrappers
In this section we describe problem wrappers. Problem wrappers are templates for
describing the task required of a student when presented with a problem, in this
case, a RE problem. Essentially, wrappers are problem presentation templates. We
have created four problem wrappers of two types, namely: STR, and MCQ wrappers.
Figure 5 describes a STR wrapper that displays a randomly generated RE and allows
a student to supply any four strings matching the RE.
In Figure 6, a STR wrapper that allows a student to write a RE, given a list
of strings is presented. Figure 7 presents a MCQ wrapper that is used to generate
5A description of the Fisher-Yates Shuffle algorithm can be found in [37].
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List four strings for each language represented by the
following regular expressions: [RE instance here].
Take Σ = {[list of symbols in alphabet]}.
(a).
(b).
(c).
(d).
Figure 5. STR wrapper: list strings in the language
of a RE.
Examine the following strings.
[list of strings here].
Write a regular expression that recognises all of
these strings:
Answer:
Figure 6. STR wrapper: write a RE for given strings.
For each of the following regular expressions,
defined over the indicated alphabet, determine
(from options A to E) which string is accepted by
the expression.
[RE instance here]. Take Σ = {[list of symbols
in alphabet] }.
[List five randomly shuffled strings here;
four wrong and one correct answer ].
Figure 7. MCQ wrapper: determine a matching
string from five options; four wrong options, and one
correct answer.
Let r = [RE instance here]. Which of the following
strings is in L(r)? Take Σ = {[list of symbols in
alphabet] }.
[List n randomly shuffled strings here;
m ∈ [1, n − 1] correct strings, and n − m wrong
strings].
Figure 8. MCQ wrapper: determine m matching
strings out of n list of strings. n ≥ m ≥ 1.
problems that are identical to classical MCQ problems6. During the implementation
of this wrapper, we have used the Fisher-yates Shuffle Algorithm [37] to randomise
the associated choices per instance of problem to ensure that the correct option is
not predictable. The fourth wrapper is shown in Figure 8. This wrapper presents a
student with a RE and n strings, and allows the student to specify more than one
matching string from the list. More wrappers based on negated questions can be
formulated from these four wrappers; for an example, Figure 8 can be twisted to ask
student for invalid strings, hence they will have to mark the strings that do not match
the provided RE.
Both STR wrappers presented here (i.e. Figures 5 and 6) generate RE problems that
can only be assessed by hand as the response of the student is a free text response.
MCQ wrappers on the other hand (i.e. Figures 7 and 8), produce problems whose
solutions are automatically generated using Algorithm 5, and hence can be assessed
automatically.
4.4. Rendering Problems
To render RE problems in realistic algebraic form, we have adapted LATEX syntax that
allows for the mathematical scripting of the expressions. Figure 9 shows the process of
converting previously stated algorithms into actual instances of RE problems, rendered
in Portable Document Format (PDF) using LATEX engine.
4.5. Solution Verification
The generated problems, if used manually, can be assessed by the human expert with
pen on paper. However, it is useful to note that, since the problems are generated with
6Classical MCQ problems come with a question and four or five choices. The solution of this type of MCQ is
often unique.
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Figure 9. Rendering RE problems in LATEX.
a computer program that implemented the productions of the designed grammar,
the verification of the problems will be relatively easy to achieve with the computer.
Therefore, if the problems are administered electronically, it will be optimal to have
an electronic verification system that uses predefined libraries (such as Microsoft’s
regular expression library, i.e. System.Text.RegularExpressions class) to provide
automatic feedback to students after attempting the problems.
5. Implementation and Results
5.1. Implementation Details
The algorithms presented in this paper were implemented with the Microsoft’s .Net
library and we have presented iterations of generated REs in Section 5.2.
5.2. Iterations of Synthesised Problems
Table 5 shows 12 strings generated from E1 (Productions 17 to 20). Each of the four
production of E1 is given an equal probability of being picked during implementa-
tion. By inspecting the REs in this Table, we note that all productions of E1 except
Production 20 was randomly selected. In Table 6, we show more strings generated by
allowing the empty string on both sides of the RE string; in this case, we used only the
production (Production 12) that derive symbols in D, so as to obtain REs composed
of binary terminal symbols only. 12 more examples of strings derived from T ′is are
shown in Table 7. Here, we display strings that were derived from the last production
of E1 (i.e. (T1)
2), T3, T5, and T6. In Table 8, we show more binary REs formulated by
alternating T2 and T4. In each of the results presented in Tables 5 to 8, the randomly
generated alphabet Σ is also presented.
Table 5. 12 strings generated with E1.
No RE Σ No RE Σ No RE Σ No RE Σ
1 h∗ {h} 2 u+ + λ {u} 3 v∗ + λ {v} 4 n+ {n}
5 i∗ {i} 6 λ+ s? {s} 7 e∗ + λ {e} 8 b? {b}
9 λ+ l+ {l} 10 k? {k} 11 λ+ g∗ {g} 12 q+ {q}
Table 6. 12 strings generated by allowing λ on both sides of T4 on D-productions only.
No RE Σ No RE Σ No RE Σ No RE Σ
1 λ+ 0+0? {0} 2 λ+ 1+0? {1, 0} 3 λ+ 0∗1∗ {0, 1} 4 1∗1+ {1}
5 1∗0? + λ {1, 0} 6 λ+ 1∗0? {1, 0} 7 0?0∗ + λ {0} 8 1?0∗ {1, 0}
9 0∗1? {0, 1} 10 0∗0+ {0} 11 0?0? {0} 12 λ+ 1∗1? {1}
We proceed to present iterations of RE problems, along side with their correct solu-
tions, found using previously described configurations and Algorithm 5.
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Table 7. 12 strings generated with (T1)2 ≡ E1, T3, T5, and T6.
No RE Σ No RE Σ No RE Σ No RE Σ
1 c?j+ {c, j} 2 ag? {a, g} 3 t?qf∗ {t, q, f} 4 aa+in+ {a, i, n}
5 pn? {p, n} 6 l+h+ {l, h} 7 ee? {e} 8 s?ea? {s, e, a}
9 i+t+ {i, t} 10 nu? {n, u} 11 g∗xz+ {g, x, z} 12 fw+ {f, w}
Table 8. (T2) + (T4) on T4’s D-productions only.
No RE Σ No RE Σ No RE Σ
1 (1?) + (0?0?) {1, 0} 2 (0?) + (1 + 0+) {0, 1} 3 (1?) + (1?0?) {1, 0}
4 (1∗) + (1 + 1+) {1} 5 (0∗) + (0∗0?) {0} 6 (1∗) + (0 + 0+) {1, 0}
7 (1+) + (0+0?) {1, 0} 8 (0∗) + (0 + 1+) {0, 1} 9 (1+) + (1?1?) {1}
Table 9. Generated REs and Muiltple Choice Options
No RE Σ 10 valid strings 10 invalid strings
1 b+d+ {u,w, b, d} {bbbd, bbbddd, bbbbdddd, bbbbdd, bdddd,
bbbdd, bdd, bbd, bddd, bbbdddd}
{uwwdddd, λ, uu, uudd, uuuubbbb,
wwdd, w, d, bbbb, wwwbb}
2 n+lq∗ {n, k, r, l, q} {nnl, nnnnlqqq, nl, nnnnl, nnnlqq,
nlq, nlqqqq, nlqqq, nnnlqqqq, nnnl}
{kkkq, nkkl, nnnnkkrrllllq, kkklllq,
kkkkrllll, kkkk, nrrrr, nqqqq,
nnrrrrllllqq, llll}
3 k∗z∗ {p, s, k, z} {zzzz, λ, kkkkz, kkkk, zz, kkkz, kk,
kzzz, kkk, kkzzzz}
{ppppkkkk, ppppsk, sssk, szzzz,
ppss, ppppkkkkzzzz, ss, sskkkkzzzz,
psskkkkzzz, ppppzz}
4 c∗f? {p, x, c, f} {cccc, λ, c, cc, f , ccccf , cf , ccc, cccf ,
ccf}
{ppxxxcccc, pxx, ppcc, ccffff ,
xxccf , xxxfff , ppppffff , pcff ,
ppppxxxxcffff , x}
5 v?q∗ {k, e, v, q} {λ, v, qqq, qqqq, qq, q, vqqqq, vqq, vq,
vqqq}
{kkkk, eeee, kkkkee, kkkeeevvvv,
kkkvvvv, kkkvqqq, kkq, eeeqq,
kkkeeeeqq, vvqq}
Table 10. 15 complex REs with two concatenated compartments and 10 valid strings
No RE Σ 10 valid strings
1 (w∗h+)(b+wj+) {v,m,w, h, e, t, u, b, j} {hhhbbbwjj, whhbwjj, whhhhbbwj, hhbbbwjj,
hbbbwjjjj, hhhbbwjj, hbbwj, hhbbbwjjj,
wwwwhhhhbbbbwjj, wwhhhhbbbwjjjj}
2 (i∗re+)(u∗vn∗) {c, t, h, i, r, e, x, k, q, u, v, n} {iireeev, iireeevn, revnn, reuvnnn, reevn,
reeuuuuv, iiiireeuuvnnn, reeeuvnnn, iiiireevnnnn,
reeevnnnn}
3 (r∗p+)(m∗b?) {k,m, r, p, s, b} {rrrrppmmmb, rrppppmmmm, ppm, ppppmmmmb,
rrppppmmmm, ppmmmb, pppb, rrrpmmmmb,
rppmb, rrrrppmmmmb}
4 (u∗l+)(fa∗dl∗) {b, a, u, l, f, g, j, d} {uullfdlll, uuullfaaaad, llllfdl, llfd, uuullllfaaaad,
llfd, lfaadllll, uuulllfadll, uuulllfad, llllfadll}
5 (k+vf∗)(u∗vn∗) {a, n, k, v, f, x, q, u} {kkkkvfffuuv, kkvvnn, kvffuvnnn, kkkvffvnnnn,
kvffvnnnn, kvffffv, kkkvfvnn, kkkkvuuvnnn,
kkkvfffuuvnnn, kkkvuuuuv}
Table 11. 15 complex REs with two alternated compartments and 10 valid strings
No RE Σ 10 valid strings
1 (c+t∗) + (u?l∗) {m, b, c, t, d, s, u, l} {c, cccctt, lll, ullll, ull, l, cccct, llll, ccttt, u}
2 (h?l∗) + (u∗b?) {s, u, h, l, f, v, b} {uub, uuuub, h, hlll, l, uuu, uuub, hl, hllll, llll}
3 (u∗t+) + (n+dy∗) {s, d, u, t, z, j, x, n, y} {uuuttt, nndyy, nnd, t, ndyyy, nndy, ttt, uuuut, tttt,
nnndyyy}
4 (u+n+) + (g∗u∗) {v, x, u, n, b, a, g} {unn, gguuuu, unnnn, uuun, uuunnnn, λ, uunnn, g,
ggggu, uu}
5 (y∗j∗) + (b∗y+) {b, x, y, j, a, r} {jjjj, λ, yy, j, yyyj, yyj, bbbyyyy, yyyy, yyy, bbyyy}
5.3. Wrapped Problems
In this section we present more instances of synthesised problems, wrapped in previ-
ously described wrappers. Figure 10 shows an instance of STR problem produced with
the wrapper in Figure 5.
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List four strings for each language represented by the
following regular Expressions:
g+ud∗
Take Σ = {r, y, h, g, u, d}.
(a).
(b).
(c).
(d).
List four strings for each language represented by the
following regular Expressions:
hh∗xa∗
Take Σ = {k, i, z, g, h, x, a}.
(a).
(b).
(c).
(d).
Figure 10. Two iterations of wrapped STR problems using the wrapper in Figure 5.
Examine the following strings:
mmmkkmkkk, mmmkkmmmkk,
mmmkkmmmmk, mmkkkmmkkk, mmkkmmkk,
mmkkkmk, mmmkmkkk, mmmmkkkmk,
mmkkkkmmmkk, mmmkmmmkk.
Write a regular expression that recognises all of
these strings.
Answer:
Examine the following strings:
ssddkk, hhhhsdd, hssssd, hhhdkkkk, hssssdddk,
hhhhdd, hhhdddkkk, hssssdddkk, hdddk, hhhdddkk.
Write a regular expression that recognises all of these
strings.
Answer:
Figure 11. Two iterations of wrapped STR problems using the wrapper in Figure 6.
For each of the following regular expressions,
defined over the indicated alphabet, determine
(from options A to E) which string is accepted by
the expression.
Rex = g∗nn∗; Σ = {f, l, q, g, n}.
A. ggggnnnn
B. ffff
C. ffffllqq
D. ffllqqq
E. ffqq
Answer: A.
For each of the following regular expressions,
defined over the indicated alphabet, determine
(from options A to E) which string is accepted by
the expression.
Rex = e?q∗; Σ = {p, x, e, q}.
A. xxxeeee
B. ppppxxxxeqqq
C. ppp
D. ppppxxeeee
E. λ
Answer: E.
Figure 12. Two iterations of wrapped MCQ problems and solutions using the wrapper in Figure 7.
5.4. More Problems
During the testing of the algorithms presented in this paper, we generated hundreds
of thousands of RE problems in order to gain insights into the speed of the algorithms
and the variability of the resulting problems. Very few of these problems are presented
in this paper. The following additional results can be found online at www.tinyurl.
com/problem-synthesis-results:
(1) 10,000 MCQs problems and solutions, each having a correct answer using the
wrapper in Figure 7,
(2) 1,000 shuffled MCQ problems and solutions, each having a random number of
correct solutions based on the wrapper in Figure 8, and
(3) 100 workbook-styled STR problems.
In the next section we discuss issues around the speed of the algorithms.
6. Postmortem
In this section we discuss the complexities of the previously presented algorithms,
compared to their statistically observed runtime.
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(1). Let r = z∗y?. Which of the following strings is
in L(r)? Take Σ = {a, s, z, y}.
y, azzz, zz, λ, aaaasssszzyyy.
Circle your answers.
(2). Let r = t+r∗. Which of the following strings is
in L(r)? Take Σ = {w, u, t, r}.
ttrr, wwrr, ttt, wwwwuutt, uuuut.
Circle your answers.
(3). Let r = f+qb∗. Which of the following strings
is in L(r)? Take Σ = {m,n, a, f, q, b}.
aafffqqq, mmmaaffff , fq, mnqqqqbb,
mmmnnffqqqqbbb.
Circle your answers.
(4). Let r = e+i∗. Which of the following strings is
in L(r)? Take Σ = {w, r, e, i}.
ee, wwweeeeiiii, eeeiiii, ww, re.
Circle your answers.
Figure 13. Four iterations of wrapped MCQ problems and solutions (underlined) using the wrapper in
Figure 8.
6.1. Complexity Analysis
For a number of reasons, it is important to know the complexities of the algorithms
presented in this paper. Firstly, one of these algorithms (Algorithm 5) is a search
algorithm, and hence, there exist a possibility that the search is unsuccessful, i.e.
the algorithm may not find valid solutions to a RE problem, resulting to an infinite
search. One of such scenarios is if the RE, say r is given as r = ab which has a
single matching string ab. Searching this kind of space for more than one solution
will result in an endless computation loop. Secondly, we can provide a better case
for the algorithmic generation of RE problems if theoretically, we can show that our
algorithm performs good. We hereby proceed to describe the Asymptotic behaviour
of our algorithms, in terms of θ (n), O (n), and Ω (n); using Ti(Ni) = F (Ni), i ∈ [5]
as the time functions of inputs ni for Algorithms 1 to 5 respectively. Starting with the
algorithms having the least dependency7, i.e. we will analyse the time complexities
in the order: Algorithms 3, 2, 4, 1, and lastly 5. Algorithm 3 has no loops, i.e. no
instruction grows with the input size and hence it runs in constant time. We state the
time complexity of this algorithm as T3(N3) = θ(1). Algorithm 2’s time complexity
is given as: T2(N2) = θ(N2). Here N2 is the number of nonterminals on the right
hand side of any given T -production (This can be an A or a D production). Hence,
Algorithm 2 runs in linear time.
Algorithm 4 has a recursive call on Line 6, but due to the nature of the actual
productions in Section 3, this call will not be executed more than twice. That is, no E-
production has E-symbol occurring on its right hand side more than once. Considering
the three branches of the if-block on Line 3 to 10, the first branch on Line 4 reduces
this Algorithm to Algorithm 2 by calling derive string T(). The second branch
(Line 6) has maximum of two references to itself after which it gets reduced to the
base case, and one reference to the base case. The third branch (Line 9) runs in linear
time. Hence, for the first branch, we have:
T4(N4) =
{
N4 ×N2 ∈ O(N22) if N2 ≥ N4
N4 ×N2 ∈ O(N42) if N2 < N4
7Some algorithms are invoked within others.
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For the second branch:
T4(N4) =
{
N2 ×N42 ∈ O(N43) if N2 ≤ N4
N2 ×N42 ∈ O(N23) if N2 > N4
Third branch: T4(N4) = N4 ∈ θ(N4). We conclude that Algorithm 4 executes in cubic
time in the worst case, quadratic time in an average case, or linear time in the best
case. However, there’s a real life constrain to the execution time of Algorithm 4. As
seen in Section 3, the number of nonterminals or terminals on the RHS of any pro-
duction is always a significantly small integer (i.e. i ∈ [9]). Hence, the implementation
of this algorithm is expected to perform very fast, which in our experimental cases,
it did. In Algorithm 1, depending on the number of desired REs and the production
rule being applied, the complexity is in N1-multiples of running time of Algorithm 4.
The worst case runtime of Algorithm 5 is given as:
T5(N5) = Np × 1×Ns × 10×Ncf × 1
Here Np, Np, Ncf are the number of problems, solutions, and configurations respec-
tively. Np is the outermost loop (starting on Line 5 and ending on Line 43). The first
“1” is the computational time for the fisher-yates shuffle function invoked on Line 108.
Ns is the loop that starts on Line 12 and ends on Line 36. The integer “10” repre-
sents the 10 trials per configuration in Line 15 and 16, and the last “1” represents the
runtime of the function that creates random strings on Line 18. Hence,
T5(N5) = 10 ·Np ·Ns ·Ncf ∈ O(Np ·Ns ·Ncf )
This runs in cubic time. Given that Ns and Ncf do not grow with the size of the input;
if take these variables as constants, then we have:
T5(N5) = Np ∈ O(Np)
This suggests that Algorithm 5 can execute in linear time in the best case.
6.2. Applications
The problems presented as results in this paper can be used as:
(1) puzzles to be completed in an electronic classroom or online learning system,
where regular expressions is being taught,
(2) practice problems for students,
(3) test and examination problems in undergraduate FLA courses, and
(4) challenges embedded in electronic quiz systems or educational games.
8Fisher-yates runs in linear time [38]
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7. Conclusion and Future Work
7.1. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a newly designed context-free grammar for the au-
tomatic formulation of valid regular expressions and also specified algorithms for the
generation of both valid and invalid strings for such expressions. We have demon-
strated how these problems can be wrapped (using MCQ and STR templates) and
used to support teaching and learning of such a difficult topic in the Computer Sci-
ence curriculum. In order to show that the algorithms are computationally realistic, we
have implemented them and displayed many problems in this paper, garnished with
a link to thousands more generated problems on the web. We have also presented a
complexity analysis of the algorithms and shown that they are quick enough for the
intended task.
7.2. Future Work
It will be useful to know if these generated problems are challenging enough or assist
students in practising, and/or staff members in setting new test and examination
problems. To this end, a future work that we anticipate is to carry-out a survey to
sample the opinion of our audience on the generated problems. We are also working on
a similar project that is an E-Learning tool that test students knowledge of FLA using
automatically generated multiple choice questions (MCQs). We are also designing
grammars for the synthesis of other formal structures/problems such as finite and
pushdown automata. Finally, a study into a quantitative measure of RE difficulty and
problem ranking will be carried out in future.
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